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1. Introduction. Let X be a complex manifold, <S be the sheaf of germs of

holomorphic functions on X, and <S(S) ( = T(S, G)) be the sections of <P over S<= X

(the holomorphic functions on S). If K is compact in X, let C(K) denote the Banach

algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on K with the maximum norm.

There is a natural restriction map r: G(K) -*■ C(K), and an old problem in complex

analysis has been to determine the closure of the image of 0(K) in C(K), under

various conditions on X and K.

Classically X was the complex plane, and a well-known theorem of Mergelyan

asserts that : if K has no interior and the complement of K has only a finite number

of components, then 0(K) is dense in C(K) (in fact more is true, see the survey

paper by Wermer [19]). Similarly, if AT is the closure of a nice domain Z)<=C, then

it follows from Mergelyan's results that the closure of ®(K) in C(K) consists of all

functions holomorphic in D and continuous on D.

In C and on complex manifolds in general things are not quite so simple, and

here the geometry of the compact set A' plays a crucial role. For instance, if K

is a compact arc or a closed curve (differentiable and otherwise) in Cn, extensive

investigations concerning the approximation of continuous functions on K by poly-

nomials or rational functions have been made, using techniques which stem from

function theory in one variable and function algebras on the unit disc (see [19], [13]).

In this paper we use techniques of partial differential equations, and, in particu-

lar, the solution to the d-Neumann problem, to derive some general approximation

theorems on C°° submanifolds of a complex manifold. Our principal result

(Theorem 6.1) is that any compact C°° submanifold M of a complex manifold X

with the property that M is totally real (that is, M has no holomorphic tangent

vectors, see §2 for a precise definition) has an open Stein neighborhood U in X such

that the natural map @(U) -*■ CC0(M) is dense in the C°° topology on M. In par-

ticular any curve (C00 1-manifold) automatically has this property and other

examples are given in §2. This result implies trivially that ®(U) and &(M) are dense

in C(M), and this gives a generalization of a weak form of Mergelyan's theorem to

higher dimensions, where the totally real condition is the natural generalization

(in the smooth manifold case) of the "no interior" condition in the plane. There are

simple examples to show that the totally real condition is necessary in general.
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Using the same techniques we are able to prove various related results. We show

that for a suitable type of pseudoconvex domain D in Cn with a smooth boundary,

the mapping 0(D) ->> (5(D) n C(D) is dense(2), which does not imply that the map

6(D) -*■ 6(D) n C(D) is dense, this being still an open problem for domains D

with a smooth boundary. Our result thus gives a partial answer to this old problem.

If we remove the totally real hypothesis from a submanifold M, then one can

ask which functions on M can be uniformly approximated by holomorphic

functions defined near M. In this direction we show that if M is a C™ fibred family

of complex submanifolds of C (the Levi form on M is =0), and/is a C00 function

on M, holomorphic on the fibres, then/can be locally (uniformly) approximated

by holomorphic functions in Cn (Theorem 6.6). A somewhat harder result which we

can prove only for hypersurfaces is that any C°° function/on a real hypersurface

in Cn and satisfying the induced Cauchy-Riemann equations can be locally ap-

proximated by holomorphic functions (Theorem 6.5). We have been unable to

prove a similar global result for hypersurfaces or for submanifolds of lower di-

mension.

In §7 we apply the theorems of §6 to prove some global approximation theorems,

generalizing results of Wermer ([19], [20]). Namely, any totally real submanifold M

of Cn admits local polynomial approximation (Theorem 7.1). Also, if M is a com-

pact totally real submanifold of C then continuous functions on M can be ap-

proximated by polynomials if and only if M is polynomially convex, which was

shown some time ago by Helson and Quigley for smooth curves in Cn [5].

In §2 we give a survey of the basic definitions and concepts needed in the paper.

In §§3, 4, and 5 we develop tools necessary to prove the approximation theorems

which we present in §6. In §3 we show that a C° function/defined on a totally real

submanifold M can be extended to a C™ function / defined near M so that df

vanishes to high order at M. In §4 we see that totally real submanifolds have

arbitrarily small tubular neighborhoods which are strongly pseudoconvex. And in

§5 we bring together some elementary results in partial differential equations along

with the statement of an important result from Hörmander's paper concerning the

solution to the 3-Neumann problem in a pseudoconvex domain with L2 estimates

for the solution.

Some of the results of this paper were announced in [12]. For real-analytic

submanifolds, an independent proof of our principal result (Theorem 6.1) (in its

original form) was given in [15], and has been extended to certain classes of real-

analytic subvarieties [18]. For 2-manifolds in C this result was proven earlier in a

slightly more general form by M. Freeman in [2], using the techniques of Wermer

and Bishop.

At this point the authors would like to express their indebtedness to Lars

Hörmander. The basic techniques used here of finding an appropriate extension

(2) This was also found independently by C. Stenard (unpublished).
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from a totally real submanifold M of a smooth function m on M so that du vanishes

to high order on M (the formal Cauchy-Kovalevsky theorem in this situation) and

then solving a d-Neumann problem in an appropriate tubular neighborhood was

outlined in a letter to the second author in 1965. The original proofs of some of the

theorems presented here (as outlined in [12]) were based on this technique along

with a detailed analysis of the dependence on the domain of the estimates in [10].

At a later date Hörmander pointed out the applicability of Proposition 5.4 to this

problem, enabling us to simplify our analysis considerably, by allowing us to use

the L2 estimates of [7]. It is this approach which we have carried out here. More

recently, Hörmander and Wermer have also used these same techniques to general-

ize Theorem 6.1 and some theorems of Wermer and Freeman (see [22]), in which

they consider totally real submanifolds with "singularities", i.e. points where the

holomorphic tangent space is nonzero.

We would also like to express our gratitude to Joe Kohn, Hugo Rossi and John

Wermer for their many helpful comments and continual encouragement during our

research in these problems. In particular, Theorem 6.1 was conjectured by Rossi

in a letter several years ago, and Wermer supplied us with the example following

Corollary 7.4.

2. Preliminaries. Let R and C denote the fields of real and complex numbers,

respectively. Suppose Y is a complex manifold(3), and let U be an open subset of X

(see either [4] or [8] as a reference on several complex variables). Let @(U), C^L/),

Eip¡q)(U) denote the algebras of holomorphic functions, C° functions, and C°°(p, in-

forms on U, respectively. If S is any subset of X, let ®(S), Cço(S), È(p,q)(S) be the

inductive limits of (P(U), Cm(U), Eip¡q)(U), respectively, where U runs over all

open sets in Y such that U=>S. We shall let Eip¡q)(S) be the restriction of Élp-q)(S)

to S. We also set

Co°(S) = {fe C°°(S) :/has compact support in S},

/)(Pj9)(5) = {fe E(Ptq)(S) : /has compact support in S}.

If A' is a compact set in X, let C(K) denote the Banach algebra of continuous

complex-valued functions on K with the maximum norm topology. Let A(K)

denote the closure of the natural image of ®(K) in C(K), and if U is open in X

with U=>K, let A(K, U) denote the closure of the natural image of G(U) in C(K).

Suppose M is a real differentiable C1 submanifold of the complex manifold X

with tangent bundle T(M), which is a real subbundle of T(X)\M, where T(X) is

the tangent bundle to X. Let HX(M) be the maximal complex subspace of Tx(X)

such that HX(M)<^TX(M). HX(M) is, by definition, the holomorphic tangent space

to M at x, and we set hx(M) = dimc HX(M).

(3) In this paper we assume that all manifolds considered have a countable basis for their

topology.
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Proposition 2.1. If àimR Tx(M) = k and àimc Tx(X) = n, then

max(0, k-n) ^ hx(M) ^ [k¡2].

The proof is elementary and is therefore omitted.

Definition 2.2. Suppose M is a connected C1 submanifold of a complex mani-

fold X.

(a) M is called a CR submanifold of X if h X(M) is constant on M, and the constant

hx(M) is called the CR dimension of M, which we shall denote by CR-dim M.

(b) A CR submanifold of CR dimension zero is called a totally real submanifold

ofX.
Remark 2.3. 1. In view of Proposition 2.1, a totally real submanifold M of a

complex manifold X of pure dimension n has necessarily dimÄ M^n.

2. A real curve or a real hypersurface in X is automatically a CR submanifold.

3. Examples of totally real submanifolds of C" are given by a real submanifold

of Rn, where Rn is canonically embedded in Cn, by the distinguished boundary of the

unit polydisc, and by any real curve.

4. It is shown in [17] that any "perturbation" of a totally real embedding of a

manifold in C" is still a totally real embedding of the manifold.

Let M be a CR submanifold of a complex manifold X; then the tangent bundle

to M splits :

T(M) = H(M) © Y(M),

where H(M) is a complex vector bundle over M with fiber HX(M), and Y(M) is

isomorphic to T(M)¡H(M). Also, H(M) ®R C splits into a Whitney sum of sub-

bundles of type (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively:

H(M) ®R C 3 H(M) © H(M);

where HX(M) is the vector space of conjugates of HX(M). We also have the dual

bundles

H*(M) ®RC^ H*(M) © H*(M).

If E is a C°° vector bundle over a manifold X, denote by T(S, E) the module of

C00 sections of £ over S<= x. In particular T(H(M))= T(M, H(M)) is the module of

complex vector fields of type (1, 0), T(H*(M)) is the module of differential forms

on M of type (0, 1), etc. Note that

T(H*(M)) <= E(U0)(M),       F(H*(M)) c EWil)(M),

and that these are the differential forms tangential to M of type (1, 0) and (0, 1)

respectively. If sit..., sk are sections of E such that {sx(y),..., sk(y)} is a basis for

Ey for y near x e X, then we say that {sl,..., sk} is a local basis for E at x. If, as

before, M is a C°° CR submanifold of a complex manifold X, and {Vu ..., Vm} is a

local basis for H(M) atxeM, then {Vu..., Vm} is a local basis for H(M) at x.
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Definition 2.4. Let fe C°(M). We say that / is a CR function at x e M if

Vjf(y) = 0, for y near x andy'= 1,..., m, that is, if/ satisfies the induced Cauchy-

Riemann equations on M near xe M.

This definition is clearly independent of the choice of a local basis for H(M) at x.

If now <SM denotes the sheaf of germs of CR functions on M, for any Kc^M

and U^K, U open in M, we will write AM(K) (AM(K, U)) for the closure of the

natural image of T(K, GM) (T(U, 0M)) in C(K), respectively. Finally, we have the

following elementary lemma, whose proof will be omitted. Suppose dime X=n and

M is a CR submanifold of X of CR dimension m.

Lemma 2.5. If xe M and pu ..., p¡ are real-valued C00 functions defined on a

neighborhood N of x in X such that

(i) dpx A • • • A dpi /0 on M n N,

(ii) MnN={xeN; Pl(x)= • • • =ft(x) = 0},

then there are n—m=k p's say pu ..., pk such that

dp-i A • • • A 8pk ^ 0   near x on M.

Furthermore, a function fe C°(M) is a CR-function near x if and only if for

anyfe CX(M) such thatf\M=f

W A 8Pl A • • • A dph » 0

on M near x.

If AT is a subset of Cn, we shall have occasion to use the distance function to K in

Cn defined to be

(2.1) dK(z) = inf \z—x\
xeK

where |    | is the Euclidean norm in Cn.

3. Extension of CR functions from CR submanifolds. In this section we show

that a CR function/ defined on a CR submanifold of a complex manifold X, can

be extended to a function/defined on a neighborhood of M in Y in such a way that

df vanishes to a high order of the local distance to M. We treat totally real sub-

manifolds first in complete detail, and then extend the analysis to CR submanifolds

with positive CR dimension.

First we need some notation. We introduce two types of multi-indices as follows:

for a positive integerq, we set I=(h,..., iN) where /',- e {1,..., q), and ||/|| = N. For

q numbers px,..., pq we set p, equal to the product ph ■ ■ ■ piN, and consequently,

2 pi =  2 ph " ■ p*"-
\\H\ = N *i • ■  ijv= 1

On the other hand, for a ^-tuple of positive integers ß=(ßu. ■., ßq), we set \ß\

=ßi-\-\-ßq, and pß — p{i- ■ -pBqi. We will use this last notation with px replaced

by the operator DXt, \¿i^2n, the derivative with respect to x¡ in the space R2n = Cn.
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We state now the following lemma, the proof of which is a variant of the formal

part of the proof of Cauchy-Kovalevsky's theorem. (See also Hörmander [8, p. 32]

for the case in which M has real codimension 1.)

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a totally real submanifold of a complex manifold X. Sup-

pose />!,..., pm are real-valued C°° functions defined on a neighborhood U of M such

that

M = {x e U : p¿x)= ■ ■ ■ =pm(x) = 0},

and the rank of the Jacobian matrix of the p's in local coordinates is maximal. Ifq, r

are nonnegative integers, then any fe CCC(M) is the restriction to M of a function u

defined in a neighborhood W of M such that

Dadu=  2 V   for |«| Ú q,
101-r

where hß e E{QA)(W).

Proof. Obviously it suffices to show that we can find an extension u and hs

such that

(3.1) du=    2   V-
lfll»«+f

The next observation is that there being no holomorphic tangent vectors at any

point/? e M, the kernel of the matrix whose rows are the dpi evaluated at/?, is zero.

For any vector (£1;..., £n) which is annihilated by this matrix is by definition a

holomorphic tangent vector at/?. Therefore, by Fredholm's "alternative" theorem,

given any vector £ = (£1;..., £n), there exists another vector tj = (t?i, .. -, ^m) such

that
m

i=l

The pi being C°° functions, we have that % will be C° functions if the £¡ are C°°, and

in particular, we conclude that the set {Sp¡}, i=\,..., m, generates the module

¿(o.dÍM) over the ring Cco(Ma).

Now we can pick a locally finite covering of M by open coordinate neighborhoods

Wa<=U, such that on Wa, there are n linearly independent forms dPil,..., dpin

(n = dimc X) spanning Eí0¡1)(Wa) over Cco(Wa). This we can do since near each

point of M there are n linearly independent &p/s. Let {ga} be a C00 partition of unity

subordinate to the covering {Wa}. Let </< be any C°° extension of/e CX(M) to U,

and set <l>a=ga'l}- We will now prove the theorem locally, i.e., that there is an

extension Ua of/| Wa r\ M to the whole of Wa satisfying (3.1). To that end, take

8ifia for some fixed a, and after reordering the p¡'s if necessary, suppose dplt..., dpn

is a basis for E(0fl}(rVa) over Cco(W^). Then there is a unique way of writing

(3.2) #a = 2 h hu       h e C%(Wa),       i=\,...,n,
¡ = i
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(recall that if>a e Co(Wa)), and similarly,

n

dht = 2 K dPh       hu eCS>(Wa),i,j=l,...,n.
i=i

Inductively we can define h, for any multi-index / with entries from 1 to n, by

dhj = 2"= i hjj dp,. It is easy to show by induction that for any /the h, are symmetric,

that is, they remain invariant under permutations of the entries of/. In fact, suppose

the h/s are symmetric when ||/|| ^ N. For any J with \\J\\ =N-1, write

(3.3) dh} = 2 h„ 8Pi.
¡=i

Then, as 82=0, we have

n n n

2 dh„ A dpj = 2   2 Ä«* ^* A ̂ í = °'
1=1 j = l k = l

and therefore,

2 inJik-hm) 8Pk A 8Pj = 0.
k<i

But the (0, 2) forms 8pkt\8pj, k<j, k,j=l,...,n, are linearly independent over

C(Wtt), which implies that

(3.4) hm = hJkj.

It only remains to show that hJjk remains invariant under a permutation leaving at

least one of the last two subindices fixed, but this is obvious from (3.4), our induc-

tive hypothesis, and the fact that the expansion (3.3) is unique.

If now N=q+r as in (3.1), the desired function ua defined on Wa is

«• = *•+1 ̂  2 w
m = i   m\

To see this, observe first that ua\M n Wa = </itt\M n Wa=f\M n Wa, for all the p's

vanish on M. Secondly, because of the symmetry of the h,, it follows easily that

8ua = (-^f   2   (gA'K

which proves the lemma locally.

Finally to conclude with the proof of the lemma, we carry out the same con-

struction on each of the Wa, and define u = J,a ua. u is defined on W= \Ja Wa=>M,

furthermore u\M=f and

du = 2 d"a = 2   2  h'P"
ce a    \ll\l = N

whereby, after a change in notation we get

du =   2  hpB- Q.E.D.
101-W
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Corollary 3.2. Assume M is as in Lemma 3.1 and X=Cn. For any fe CCC(M)

and any m > 0, there is a C°° function U defined on a neighborhood of M such that

Da Bu = 0(drM),    \a\ g q;       u\M = f

where dM is given by (2.1).

This proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.

We will now prove a similar extension lemma for CR functions on a CR manifold

of positive CR dimension, but here the result will be a local one; we cannot use a

partition of unity as above for multiplication of a CR function by a function of

compact support does not yield a CR function.

We introduce first some additional notation. Let M be a C°° submanifold of

some open set in C, and suppose, for simplicity that 0 e M. Then nT will denote the

projection nT: Cn —> T0(M), where we have identified T0(C) with Cn. Also g will be

the canonical local diffeomorphism from T0(M) to M, given by the orthogonal

projection of M into T0(M), which is well defined near 0. Let NQ(M) denote the

orthogonal complement to T0(M) at 0, and let -rrN be the orthogonal projection of

C onto N0(M). Then, if BT(e) is the open ball of radius e about 0 in T0(M) and

BN(e) the corresponding ball in N0(M), we set

WT(e) = -nr\BT(e)\ WN(V) = 7r^(BN(r,))

for £ and ijäO, and U(e, r¡) = WT(e) n ^(17). We note that U(e,rj) is a convex

neighborhood ofO, hence Stein, and it is clear that for small e,g(BT(e))= WT(e) n M,

and that {WT(e) n M} is a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 0 in M. Now

we can state the following

Lemma 3.3. Let M be a CR submanifold of an open set in Cn, and let 0 e M. There

exists e0, t?o>0 such that U= U(e0, t¡0)=> M n WT(e0) and furthermore, iffis a CR

function on U(s, r¡0) n M, where 0 < e S e0, and q and r are positive integers, then

there is a function u e C°°(U(e, r¡0)) such that

(a) u\U(j,Vo)nM=f

(b) D"(du) = 0(dli),for\*\ïq,
where, as before, dM (given by (2.1)) is the distance from a point in U(e,T)0) to

U(e, 7]0) n M.

Proof. As in Lemma 3.1 and its corollary, it suffices to show that for any

positive integer A^ we can find an extension u off satisfying 8u = Jiiei = N heps, where

P = (pu ..., pm) is an m-tuple of Cœ real-valued functions such that

M n U(e0,770) = {ze U(e0, t]0); Pl(z)= ■ ■ ■ =pm(z) = 0},

and such that the Jacobian matrix of the p's has rank mon M n U(e0, r¡0) for some

e0, ^o- Let us first define the functions p. By an affine unitary change of coordinates

we can assume that t = {t1, t2,..., tm} is a set of real coordinates in N0(M), and

u = {uu ..., M2n_m} is a set of real coordinates for T0(M). Then, in a neighborhood
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Kof 0, we can represent M as r = <p(«), where the vector-valued function <p vanishes

to second-order at w=0. We set pi = tl—<pi(u), i=l,.. .,m. Next assume (by

reordering the p's, if necessary) that {dpu ..., 8pk) is a maximal subset of

{dp-y,..., dPm} of linearly independent vectors at 0. Then this set will still be linearly

independent on some neighborhood of 0, K'<= V. Now we choose e0, r¡0 in such a

way that

M n WT(e0) c U(e0, Vo) c r.

Let £/= t/(£0, i?o)- For a real vector t = (t1, ..., rm) we define the r-translate Mz

of M as

M, = {z e F; /),(z) = t,, i = 1,..., m},

and we observe that U is contained in a union of disjoint translates of M n 17.

Therefore, if we are given a CR function/on M n [/, we can extend it by transla-

tion to a function uQ defined on U which is independent of the variables tu..., rm.

Now, saying that / is CR on M n C/ is the same as saying that for a«y smooth

extension « of/ (Lemma 2.5):

du A dpx a ■ ■ ■ a dpk = 0   on M C\ U.

In particular

(3.6) äMo a dPl a ■ ■ ■ A dPk = 0   on M n U.

But the components of the vectors du0, dpu ..., dpk are all independent of the

variables tu t2,..., tm, and therefore the equality (3.6) holds throughout U, that is

to say,

k

(3.7) du0 = 2 h 8Pi   on U,
( = i

with hi g CX(U). From (3.7) the proof proceeds along the same lines as that of

Lemma 3.1, by observing that

k

0 = d2u0 = 2 8K A dPi   on U,
i = i

and therefore 8h{ A ôpx A • • • A 8pk = 0 on U for /= 1,..., k, which allows us to

write on U
k

8ht = 2 h,f dp,,
i = i

and so on. We omit further details.   Q.E.D.

Remark 3.4. If M is a real hypersurface, the result is true globally (Hörmander,

loe. cit.). We do not know whether a global result is true for lower dimensional CR

manifolds.

Remark 3.5 (Added in proof). An oral communication from M. Freeman

indicates that a global version of the above extension theorem has been proved
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for lower dimensional CR submanifolds of minimal CR dimension (the generic

case).

4. Tubular neighborhoods of totally real submanifolds. Let M be a Cœ sub-

manifold of C, and let v be the normal bundle to M with respect to the usual

Hermitian metric in C". Then the zero cross section in v can be identified with M,

and it is well known that there is a neighborhood of the zero cross section in v

which is diffeomorphic to a neighborhood of M in Cn, which is called a tubular

neighborhood of M (see [11, p. 57]). If M is compact, then we let v(s) be the bundle

of vectors of length < e, and we have, for sufficiently small e, v(e) is diffeomorphic

to T(e) = {zeCn : dM(z) < e}, which is called the tubular neighborhood of M of

radius s. We have the following proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let M be a totally real submanifold of Cn, and let <p=dM, then

at any point p e M the complex Hessian of<p,

8V w
dzt dzj

is a positive definite matrix, and hence <p is strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood

of x. Moreover, d<p(p) = 0.

Proof. Since M is totally real, it follows from elementary linear algebra that we

can make a holomorphic linear change of coordinates in Cn so that the affine

tangent space to M at p is given by

TP(M) = {(zu z2, ...,zn)eCn,y1=---=yk = zk+1 = • • • = zn = 0},

where zj = xJ + iyj, j= 1,..., n, p = (0,..., 0), and dim« M=k. Now let 8(z) be

the normal distance from the point z in C" to the affine subspace TP(M). It is

easy to see that dM(z)=8(z) + 0(\z\2), and moreover we have explicitly

8\z) = 2yf+   J   \Zi\\
f=i        ¡=fc+i

which has a positive definite complex Hessian in C\

Then we have

<p(z) = 8\z) + 0(\z\3)

which therefore has a positive definite complex Hessian in some neighborhood of

(0.0)=/?.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.2. Let M be a compact totally real submanifold of Cn, then for

sufficiently small e, T(e) is a strongly pseudoconvex neighborhood of M.

We want to generalize this type of situation to submanifolds with boundary, and

for this we need a definition.
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Definition 4.3. A finite totally real submanifold M in a complex manifold X is

the closure of a relatively compact connected open set (subdomain) M°ccM',

where M' is a totally real submanifold of X, and M° has a C°° boundary dM° = dM.

Note that a finite totally real submanifold is by definition compact in X. We shall

first globalize Proposition 4.1 and then generalize Corollary 4.2 to finite totally

real submanifolds.

Proposition 4.4. Let M be a totally real submanifold of a complex manifold X.

Then there is a strictly plurisubharmonic function q> defined in a neighborhood U of M

such that M={x g U; <p(x) = 0}.

Proof (cf. [15]). By virtue of Proposition 4.1 we can find an open countable

cover [Uj) of M and strongly plurisubharmonic functions <p¡ in U¡ such that

(4.1) Mr\Uj = {xe U, : <p}(x) = 0},       d<p¡\M n U} = 0.

Let {a,} be a partition of unity subordinate to {£/,} with a^O, and set <p = 2i «Wi-

lt follows easily from (4.1) that <p is defined in V=\J¡ Uj, is strictly plurisub-

harmonic at each point of M, and that M={xe V : <p(x) = 0}. Thus <p is strictly

plurisubharmonic in some neighborhood of M and the proposition is proven.

Q.E.D.

Proposition 4.5. Let M be a finite totally real submanifold of a complex manifold

X. Then there is a neighborhood U of M in X and a strictly plurisubharmonic function

<P defined in U such that M={xe U : <p(x) = 0}.

Proof. Suppose M is given as in Definition 4.3, where M' is a totally real sub-

manifold of X. Then let <p' be the strictly plurisubharmonic function for M' given

by Proposition 4.4. Find a function >f> e C°(X) such that >¡> vanishes on M, and

^>0 on X—M. This is easily done, since M has a smooth boundary. Then set

(p=(p' + ei/i, eeR. We can choose e small enough so that y> is strictly plurisub-

harmonic on M which is compact in M'.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.6. Let M be any finite or compact totally real submanifold of a com-

plex manifold X, then there is a Stein neighborhood U of M and a proper holomorphic

embedding of U into Cn for some N so that M becomes a finite or compact totally

real submanifold of complex Euclidean space CN.

Proof. This is immediate in view of the preceding propositions, Grauert's

solution to the Levi problem, and the Bishop proper holomorphic embedding

theorem for Stein manifolds (see [4] or [8]).    Q.E.D.

This theorem allows us to study totally real submanifolds in Cn without losing

any generality, and this is desirable, since then the geometry simplifies even more,

as we see in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.7. Let M be a finite or compact totally real submanifold of Cn, then

for sufficiently small e, T(e) = {xe Cn : dM(x) < e} is a pseudoconvex domain in C.
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Proof. In the compact case, we have that T(e) is a strongly pseudoconvex domain

for small e, by Corollary 4.2. So suppose M is a finite submanifold of Cn and M'is

given by Definition 4.3. Let <p=djfr, <p' = d¡¡¡<, and <p" = d$M. Then set

W(e) = {xeCn : <p(x) < e},        W'(e) = {xeCn: <p'(x) < e},

W"(e) = {x e Cn : q>"(x) < e},      W(e, r,) -  W'(e) O W(r¡).

We have the following lemma which proves the theorem.

Lemma 4.8. There exists an e0>0 so that

(1) For 0 < e ̂  e0, T(\/e) = W(e, e) is pseudoconvex.

(2) For 0<T]<e^eo, W(e, r¡) is pseudoconvex.

Proof. Since the increasing union of pseudoconvex domains is pseudoconvex, we

see that (2) implies (1). Therefore we shall prove (2). Note first that <p' and <p" are

strictly plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of M and 8M respectively, since M is

compact in M' and 8 M is a compact totally real submanifold of Cn. Choose e0 small

enough so that for e and t¡ íS e0 we have that W'(e) and W"(r¡) are strongly pseudo-

convex domains. Then for xQ e 8W(e, r¡), where we assume 0<?j<£<£0, we have

either

(i) <p(x0) = e, <p'(x)^t]OT

(ii) <p(x0)^e, <p'(x) = r¡.

In case (i) it is clear that for x near x0 we have <p(x) = <p"(x) since r¡ < e. But then there

is a neighborhood U of x0 such that <p' and <p" are strictly plurisubharmonic in U

and

W(e, v) n U = {x e U : <p'(x) < v, <p"(x) < e},

and thus W(e, rj) is pseudoconvex at x0. In case (ii) there is a neighborhood U of x0

such that <p' is strictly plurisubharmonic in U and W(e, 7])={xe U : cp'(x)<7¡}.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.9. Any compact or finite totally real submanifold M of a complex

manifold X is 6(U)-convex with respect to some Stein neighborhood U of M in X.

5. L2 estimates and the S-Neumann problem. In this section we shall give

various results about partial differential equations which will be needed in the

following section. All of these results exist in the literature, but we collect them here

as a convenient reference for later use. To simplify the presentation we first in-

troduce some standard function spaces and norms.

Let O be open in Rm, and define, for u e C"(£i), and s a nonnegative integer,

|w|n,s =    sup     \Dau(x)\,

Hk. = { 2   Í \Dau(x)\2dx}112.
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Let W„(Q) denote the completion of C^íü.) with respect to the Sobolev norms

|n,e. Then consider a compact set K<=Rm, and for any u e Ck(Rm), define the

norm

\u\K.k =    sup    \Dau(x)\,
xeK-MSk

and let Ck(K) be the completion of Ck(Rm)\K with respect to this norm. Of course,

C°(K) is the same as the Banach algebra C(K) introduced earlier.

If K is compact in U, where U is open in Rm, then let d(K, 8U) be the distance

from K to d U defined by

d(K,8U) = inf (mf\x-y\\.
yedU \xeK j

We shall need the following elementary lemma the proof of which is omitted,

being an easy application of a standard partition of unity argument.

Lemma 5.1. Let U and V be two domains in Rm contained in a fixed ball B of

radius R. Suppose that Fccf/cc5, and set r\ = d(V, dU). Then there exists a

function <p e CÔ(U) such that <p = 1 on a neighborhood of V and such that

(5.1) w\u,s ú Gr<«+m>,

where C is a constant depending only on R and m.

We now have So.bolev's lemma which we shall state in a form suitable for our

purposes. First we have the following version in Rm.

Proposition 5.2 (Sobolev). Suppose ueWs(Rm), where s>[m/2]+k, then

u g Ck(Rm), and moreover there exists a constant C, depending only on s and m, such

that

(5-3) \u\R«;k í CHI*».,.

This is easily proved by means of Fourier transforms (see [6, p. 40]). We now want

to modify this (in a well-known manner) to obtain estimates for bounded domains.

Proposition 5.3. Let D. be a bounded domain in Rm, contained in some fixed ball

of radius R, and suppose K is a compact subset o/Q with r¡ = d(K, SO). Then for any

k ä 0, and for any s > [m¡2] + k, there exists a constant C, depending only on R, m and

s, such that for any u e Ws(Cl),

(5.4) \u\K,k Ú Gr<*+->Hk,

This is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2.

Next we have a special case of a general "elliptic estimate", which can be found

in [8, p. 140], but we give its proof here in order to obtain an explicit dependence

on the constants, as in (5.4).
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Proposition 5.4. Let Q. be a bounded domain in Cn, where O is contained in a ball

of radius R. Suppose D<^ <=Q; with r¡ = d(D, où). Then for each integer s^O, there is

a constant C > 0, depending only on R, s, and n such that

—r(5.5)
\/-i ozm,s-i I

for every ueC°(Q.).

Proof. Let 99 e Co(Q) be chosen as in Lemma 5.1 so that <p= 1 near D and (5.1)

holds. First we assume s= 1. Then integration by parts shows that for u e Cx(ü.),

fm2dv=(
Jci I   8Zj Jn

8((pu)

8z<
dV.

Therefore, it follows easily that

8uf      8U   * AV <   I    I       (\\du   2      Ml    !!2    \gr   dVú lvlo.il gj-      +||«Iä.o)

It is then clear that, by using (5.1), we obtain (5.5) for s= 1. For s> 1, we proceed by

induction, replacing u by Dau, and using the same argument.   Q.E.D.

We now have the following important result due to Hörmander.

Theorem 5.5 (Hörmander). Let ilbe a bounded pseudoconvex domain contained

in a ball of radius R in C. There exists a constant C, depending only on R and n,

such that for any fe E(0fl)(Q.) with 8f=0 in Q., there exists a ue Cœ(Q.) such that

8u=fand\\u\\a¡0íC\\f\\a.0.

This theorem follows easily from Theorem 2.2.3 in [7] (the existence and L2

estimate), and from Theorem 4.2.5 in [8] (the regularity).

6. Approximation theorems on C" submanifolds. In this section we shall prove

various approximation theorems.

Theorem 6.1. Let M be a compact or finite totally real submanifold of a complex

manifold X. Then there is an open Stein manifold U<= X such that M<= U and the

restriction map 6(U) -> Cco(M) is dense in the C00 topology.

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 4.6 that we can take X= Cn. By Proposition 4.5

there is a strictly plurisubharmonic function <p defined in a neighborhood V of M

in Zsuch that M={xe V : <p(x)=0}. If we set Ve = {z e V : cp(z)<e}, then for £>0

small enough, the solution to the Levi problem implies that Ve is a Stein manifold

and a theorem of Bremermann asserts that the restriction map 0(Kei)->- 6(V£2),

£i > £2 is dense in the usual topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets

(see [1]). Thus if the map

(6.1) 6(M)-+C«'(M)

is dense, then so is the map 6(NSQ) -> CCD(M) for some £0>0, which would prove

the theorem.
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To prove (6.1) is dense, we consider first the compact case. Suppose/e Cœ(M),

then for any k^O, and any £>0, we must find an h e (9(M) such that \h—f\Mik<e.

Let Nbea positive integer, to be determined later, and let u be an extension of/to a

neighborhood W of M such that ueCco(W), u\M=f and \du(z)\-¿CdM(z)N, as

given by Corollary 3.2. Letting T(e) = {z e Cn : d%,(z)<e}, as before, and supposing

e is small enough so that T(e)<^<^W, we use Theorem 5.5 to find a function

vB e C°(T(2e)) so that

(6.2) dvs = du.

(6.3) Ikllrttío.o á C||Sm||j.(2£).o-

By Sobolev's lemma (Proposition 5.3), we have for s=n+k+1, (letting C denote

large constants depending only on diam M, n, and k)

(6.4) k|M,fc ï C£-<S+2>£|U,,

Then we have, from (5.5) and (6.2),

(6-5) \Mhu $ ft-fc+^Cl&liotoM-x+lD.ïîort.o).

Combining (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5) we obtain

III  I <   /^„-2<s + 2n)Il a,.II
\ve\M,k   =   ^£ ||c/«]|t(2£),s-1-

We now choose N to be larger than 3s + An — 1. Then we have on T(2e),

\Dadu(z)\ ^ Cd£-s + 1(z) <¡ CeN~s + 1,       \a\ ^ i-1

which implies that, letting V(e) be the volume of T(2e),

IH|r<2£>,s-i é C£"-S + 1F(£),

and thus \ve\M¡k^CeV(e), which tends to zero as e -^ 0. Set h = u—vs, and we have

8h = du — dvs = 0 on T(2e) and thus h e &(T(2e)), and \h—f\M¡k=\h — u\Mik=\—ve\M¡k,

which can be made arbitrarily small by taking e small enough.

In case M is a finite totally real submanifold, the same analysis applies with one

modification. Suppose M' is as in Definition 4.3, and fe C'K(M) is given. Then

extend/to some/' g C"'(M') and by Corollary 3.2 applied to/' on M' we can extend

/to some neighborhood W of M' so that, if we call u the extension again, we have

| Da 8u(z)| = 0(d&, (z)) for any Ngiven beforehand. Letting T(e) = {zeCn : d$,(z) < e)

as in the above compact case, we proceed as above, using the extension u. Then

we note that dM,(z) ̂  dM(z) and we have

\Dadu(z)\ ú Cd$,r'+\z) Ú Cd$,-s+1(z)

and proceed as before.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 6.2. Let M be a compact or finite totally real submanifold of a com-

plex manifold X. Then there is an open Stein neighborhood U of M in X such that

A(M, U) = A(M) = C(M), i.e. the maps

6(U) -> G(M) -> C(M)

are dense in the C(M) topology.

A special case of the above is the following (cf. [19], [13]).
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Corollary 6.3. Let T be a finite or compact C°° curve in a complex manifold X,

then there is an open Stein neighborhood UofT such that 6(U) -»■ C°°(r) is dense, and

A(U,r) = A(F) = C(T).

We would like to give an example to show that the hypothesis that M be totally

real is essential in the above theorem. Let

D = {zeC2 : \Zl\2+ \z2\2 = 1, Im z2 = 0},

and let M=8D, a 2-sphere embedded in C2. Then first we note that dime HX(M) = 1

at precisely two points of M and is 0-dimensional otherwise. Secondly it follows

easily from a classical Kontinuitätssatz argument that 6(D) ^6(M), since D is a

1-parameter family of analytic discs each of whose boundaries lie in M, and these

analytic discs shrink to a point (see e.g. [14, Theorem 1]). Let S(A(D)), S(A(M)) be

the spectra of these function algebras (see [4, p. 56]) and then we obtain, since D is

convex, D = S(A(D)) = S(A(M)), and thus S(A(M))^S(C(M)) = MQ. Consequently

A(M)^C(M).

We also remark that not every compact «-manifold M admits a totally real

embedding in Cn, as there are topological obstructions. For instance, if M is

orientable then a necessary condition that it admit a totally real embedding in Cn

is that the Euler characteristic of M vanishes (see [17]).

Let D be a relatively compact subdomain of C, and let 8D be its boundary. An

old unsolved problem is to determine which domains D have the property that

(6.6) 6(D) -> 6(D) n C°(D)

is a dense map, the topology being uniform convergence on D. It is easy to see that

not all domains in C have this property, as the classical example

D = {(z,w)eC2 : \<o\ < \z\ < 1}

shows. Namely any uniform limit of elements of 6(D) will be holomorphic at

(0, 0) e D, but

f(z, w) = w2\z,       z ^ 0,

= 0, z = 0,

defines an element of 6(D) n C°(D) which is not holomorphic at (0, 0).

However, it is unknown to us whether there are any examples D with a smooth

boundary such that (6.6) is not a dense map. We have a partial result in this

direction, and for simplicity we restrict our attention to domains in Cn, since the

general situation is somewhat more complicated, and not instructive with respect to

the still unsolved problem in Cn.

Theorem 6.4. Let D^^Cn be such that there is a domain D'^^D and a C"

plurisubharmonic function <p defined in D' with

(i) D = {xeD' : <p(x)<0}.

(ii) d<pj=0on 8D.

Then the natural restriction map 6(D) -*■ 6(D) n Cco(D) is dense.
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Proof. First we observe that any fe (9(D) n C°(D) is the restriction to D of an

fe Ca:'(D') such that df vanishes to any prescribed order on dD (see [8, p. 32]).

Note that ö/is necessarily identically zero in D since f\D=f\D e (9(D). Secondly

the domains D(e) = {xe D' : <p(x) < e) are, for e small and positive, pseudoconvex

domains with D<=<=D(e), and f]e>0 D(e) = D. Thus we can solve the equation

dus = df with an L2 estimate

IklU) è K\\df\U> á Aiâ/||D(£)_D

since 8f=0 on D. Then using (5.1), the fact that ¿/vanishes to any prescribed order

on dD, and Sobolev's lemma (as in (6.3)), we can make the uniform norm of uE

arbitrarily small on 8D. Thus f-ue will be the desired approximation.    Q.E.D.

Remark. Suppose D is as in the above theorem, then let db denote the restriction

of d to dD (see [9]). If fe 0(D) n C°(D) then f\8D will be a continuous weak

(in L2(8D)) solution to the equation

(6.7) dbu = 0   on dD.

It is known that weak solutions of (6.7) are not necessarily C°°, but it is not known

whether a continuous weak solution of (6.7), such as f\8D, can be uniformly

approximated on 8D by some g e CX(8D) which satisfies (6.7). If this were possible,

then, it follows from Bochner's generalization of Hartog's theorem (see [8, p. 31]),

that g is the trace of a holomorphic function in £>. Thus, by virtue of Theorem 6.3,

this would show that (6.6) is dense for this class of domains.

We do not know whether an approximation theorem holds for general compact

smooth real hypersurfaces, i.e., whether we can get rid of the restriction of having

a plurisubharmonic function as in Theorem 6.4. Nevertheless, we can prove

approximation locally :

Theorem 6.5. Let M be a real C" hypersurface defined in an open set £/<= Cn, and

let p e M. Then there is a fundamental system of compact neighborhoods 3f = {K} in

M ofp such that ifKeJf, then A(K) = AM(K).

Proof. With the notation of §3, we set X~ = {K(e)} = {WTp(e) n M}, for e>0

small enough. If now M—{p—0} near p, where p is a C°° real valued function

defined on a neighborhood of M, with grad p^O on M, then as in Lemma 3.3,

and its proof there are s0, r¡0>0 such that if 0 < e < e0 and if/is a CR function on

K=K(e), we can find an extension u e Cm(U(e, r¡0)) of/such that

(6.8) du = g dp   on U(e, r¡0),

where g e C°°(U(e, r¡0)) vanishes to any prescribed order on K.

The trick is now to pick a function £t(x) g CX(R) such that

(i) £,(*)=1 for |x|£f;

(ii) £t(x)=0for |x|>2r;

(iii) 0 ̂  tt(x) S1 for every x;

(iv) \DmCt(x)\ ¿Ct~m for some constant C.
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We then define the (0, 1) forms on U(e, t¡0)

«t = Up) du = Up)g dp.

It can be easily seen that 8at = 0, and that the L2 norm of at and of its derivatives up

to order m on U(e, r¡0), can be made arbitrarily small by taking the order of vanish-

ing of g in (6.8) to be sufficiently high (this order depends only on m), and then

making / small enough. But then, as before, we can solve the S-Neumann problem

8vt = at, on U(e, r¡0) (which is a pseudoconvex domain), and by the estimates in §5,

and Sobolev's lemma we see that \vt\K¡0 can be made arbitrarily small by taking t

to be small. But at = 8~u on a neighborhood of K(e), therefore u — vt is holomorphic

on this neighborhood, and provides the required approximation of / on K(e).

Q.E.D.
We are unable to prove a similar local result for lower dimensional CR manifolds,

for we cannot find closed forms at with small support and which coincide with 8u

on a neighborhood of the manifold. But of course, this is not necessary when we

have arbitrarily small pseudoconvex neighborhoods of M. Thus, we can prove

Theorem 6.6. Let M be a CR submanifold of an open set [/<= Cn, and suppose that

the Leviform^) of M vanishes identically on a neighborhood of p e M. Then there is a

fundamental system of compact neighborhoods $C = {K} in M of p such that if

KeJf,A(K) = AM(K).

Proof. With the notation of §3, if on M(e) = M r\ WTp(e) the Levi form is

identically 0 (which is true for £>0 small enough), and if Mz(e) denotes a normal

translate of M(e), then, setting

W(e, -n) =    U   Mz(e)
|i|<«i

it is proved in [16, Theorem 2.4] that W(e, rj) is pseudoconvex for r¡>0 small

enough. The remainder of the proof consists in extending the given function

suitably to  W(e, r¡), solving a d-Neumann problem on  W(e, -rj) and using the

estimates in §5 and Sobolev's lemma. We omit the details as they follow the same

lines as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.    Q.E.D.

7. Applications to problems in global or polynomial approximation. In this

section we shall combine some of the results in §6 with standard results of several

complex variables to yield some general theorems on approximation by globally

defined functions, for example, polynomials in Cn. As special cases we obtain

previously known results of various authors.

Let K be a compact subset of a Stein manifold X, then we define the 6(X)-hull

of K to be

Kx = {* 6 X : \f(x)\ í sup 1/1,/e 6(X)j,

(4) See [16]; this is equivalent to assuming M is a fibred family of complex submanifolds

ofC".
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and we say that K is (P(X)-convex if K=KX. In case X=Cn, ©(^-convexity

coincides with polynomial convexity^). Note that there is a homeomorphism of

S(A(K, X)) onto £x [4, p. 213], and thus if A(K, X) = C(K), it follows trivially that

AT is ß,(A')-convex. The converse is not true in general, but under additional assump-

tions on AT, one can sometimes prove the converse, as we see in Theorem 7.3.

First we shall see that a totally real submanifold of a Stein manifold admits local

approximation by globally defined functions.

Theorem 7.1. Let M be a totally real C00 submanifold of an open set W in a

Stein manifold X. Then for any point p e M, there is a neighborhood V of p, with

Kc c W, such that, if we set K=V C\ M, then A(K, X) = C(K), and consequently K

is (9(X)-convex.

Proof. Suppose A/<= c M is a relatively compact subdomain of M with a C"

boundary such that p e N. Then A is a finite totally real submanifold of X, and

consequently, by Theorem 6.1, there is an open set £/<= Zsuch that i/=>N and 0(U)

is dense in C(N). Each point q e X has the property that there is a fundamental

neighborhood system of (î'(A')-convex subdomains of X, so we may suppose that V

and B are (9(X)-con\t\ domains in X and p e V<^ <=£c c \J. We shall show now

that if we set K=Vn M, then 0(X) is dense in C(AT). Namely, suppose fe C(K),

then/extends to anfe C(N) such that/|AT=/ We can approximate/on N by some

ge(9(U), since (9(U) is dense in C(N). But g\B e 6(B) and approximates / on AT.

Using the fact that (9(X) is dense in (9(B), since B is (9(X)-con\sx, we obtain an

h e 0(X) which approximates /on AT as closely as desired.   Q.E.D.

Corollary 7.2. If M is a totally real C°° submanifold of an open set Win Cn, then

for any point p e M, and for any sufficiently small ball B about p,

A(B n M, Cn) = C(B n M),

and B n M is polynomially convex.

Suppose A = {£gC: |£| = 1} is the closed unit disc in C, and suppose that

fe C°°(A), then the graph of/in C2 defines a diffeomorphic image AT of A. Suppose

that/(O) # 0, then it follows immediately that AT is a submanifold of C2 which is

totally real near/j = (0,/(0)), and we can apply Corollary 7.2 to conclude that near/»

continuous functions on M can be approximated by polynomials, and AT is locally

polynomially convex at p. This result was obtained in this case by Wermer in [20].

A second result of Wermer in this direction states that iff(z)^=0 at any point

z g A, and if AT is polynomially convex, then ^(AT, Cn) = C(A) (see [21]). This can

also be easily generalized as follows:

Theorem 7.3. Let M be a compact or finite totally real C°° submanifold of a Stein

manifold X. Suppose M is (9(X)-convex, then A(M, X) = C(M).

(5) Sometimes (î'(A')-convexity has been called " holomorphic convexity of K in X ",

which we feel is ill-chosen terminology.
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Proof. Any 6(X)-convex compact subset of X has a fundamental neighborhood

system of relatively compact 6(X)-con\ex subdomains of X. Let U be given by

Theorem 6.1, such that 6(U) is dense in C(M), then find a subdomain V of X such

that Mc <=V<=cz{j, and such that V is 6(X)-comex. Then use the fact that 6(X)

is dense in 6(V), and the theorem is proven.    Q.E.D.

When X=Cn, then (^(A')-convexity is the same as polynomial convexity, so we

have the following corollary which contains Wermer's result in [21].

Corollary 7.4. Let M be a compact or finite totally real C°° submanifold ofCn.

If M is polynomially convex, then A(M, Cn) = C(M).

We remark that Corollary 7.4 contains the result of Helson and Quigley [5] for

closed C°° curves, since the converse of Theorem 7.3 is trivially true. Conversely,

one can use [5] to prove Theorem 6.1 in the case of a closed C2 curve embedded in

C, by using the proper embedding theorem for Stein manifolds, the solution to the

Levi problem(6), and Corollary 4.2.

One could ask at this point whether one can remove the hypothesis of 6(X)-

convexity in Theorem 7.3. Wermer has provided us with the following example

which shows that this is not possible, in general. What we shall do is produce a

function fe Cœ(A), so that/^0 at all points of A, and such that the graph off,

which we have called K, is not polynomially convex. To do this it is easy to see that

it suffices to find a function fe C°°(A) such that

(i)/ä(z)^0onA,

(ii)/|SA=0.
Let f(z) — (1 +i)z — izz2 — z2z3, and (i) and (ii) are satisfied.

However it is known that a compact differentiable arc F in Cn (which is then a

finite totally real submanifold) is polynomially convex (see [19]), and consequently

by Corollary 7.4 A(F, Cn) = C(r), which is a contrast to the higher dimensional

situation.
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